
Typical double gateTypical single gate

Gates
hinges allow for 180° opening out away from
pitch. gate should facilitate being pinned
opened and shut. gates 2.4m high.

Gate frames to be square hollow section
Gate posts to be square hollow section
Slide bolt with facility for padlock

Bottom panel 1.2m high 50x50mm 8/6/8  twin
wire fencing. There above 200x50mm 8/6/8
twin wire.

ball stop fencing panel secured to posts and
frame using coated slotted clamp flats and
m8 bolts and m8 anti-vandal nuts

foundations c30 concrete sizes to be
confirmed based on exposed ground
conditions

Gate pins into sleeve
embedded into 300mm³
C30 concrete

fence posts to be rectangular hollow section

bottom panel 1.2m high 50x50mm 8/6/8  twin
wire fencing.

from 1.2m to 5m
200x50mm 8/6/8  twin wire

Typical 5m fence
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New kickboards 200mm high made from
recycled material to be installed around
the base of the new fencing for the full
pitch perimeter. To aid retaining infill
material within the playing area.
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NEW 3G PITCH
FENCING SECTIONS

TALLAGHT 3G

NOTES
It is the contractors responsibility to check
design levels and sizes for compliance. Any
discrepancies or errors to be identified to the
design team.

AA SCALE: 1:250
TRANSVERSE SECTION

BB SCALE: 1:250
LONGITUDINAL SECTION

5.0m high ball-stop
panel fencing system
as below

1.4m high netting extension
along Northern touch-line
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